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About This Game

The Displacement Arcade Game Box is a collection of 10 wonderful games from multiple genres (but mostly arcade),
fully set up for you to compete with your friends in Steam! Challenge your friends to beat your high score, or beat theirs!

Games

Plankton Wars
Fight your way through the waterland of plankton and unlock all the achievements!

Heist Chase
You've just completed your perfect heist...but the police is chasing you! Your goal is to keep them on distance without dodging

any other cars for as long as you can.
TripTris

Ever played a block-puzzling game on a giant screen with vibrant flashing bricks? NO?? Then try to withstand this unique game
any longer than your friends!!!
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Beempire
The summer began, which means it's honey season! Let your worker bees collect nectar and pollen from flowers to build up

your beehive empire. Try to be faster than your friends, because every second (and bee) counts. Bee prepared!!!
Quick Shots

In case you ever wanted to go hunting, here's a game in which you can shoot anything that has wings. No animals were harmed
while creating this game, and neither will playing hurt any.

Inconvenient Puzzle
Puzzling under time pressure - but nature-themed! Try to complete all 11 Puzzles as fast as you can!

Fisherman's Fishy Fishes
Dive into the adventurous life of an old fisherman who lives a relaxed life on his little boat while fishing for his food!

Mini Snail Racer
Do you know the game Snail Racer? No?? That doesn't matter! Get outside and start cheering for your snail in the race of all

races!!!
Hammer Time

It's hammer time, which means you got to start crafting crazily and especially hitting as many worms as possible! Preferably
more than your friends do.

Cheats
Cheats! There's always a way to cheat, but we kept it simple and left the codes here in case you get stuck in a game. But

beware..cheating is going to ruin the fun!
Kill the Developers

Are you unhappy with the games in this collection? Here is your way to get rid of any frustration and release your anger! In this
game you can slice the developers apart...the best thing about it: you score points!

Features

Ten unique games - for a very low price

Highscores - in four of these games you can compare your score to those of your friends and determine the best player

Individual soundtracks- each game comes with it's own, perfectly matching soundtrack

Achievements - unlockable in the game Plankton Wars

One additional hidden achievement - find it!

Custom launcher - take your time while browsing through the collection
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Title: Displacement Arcade Game Box
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Displacement Studios
Publisher:
Displacement Studios
Release Date: 18 Jan, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or above

Processor: 1.2 Ghz or faster

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB video memory

Storage: 500 MB available space

Sound Card: optional

English
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